
Shared Cataloging Program Advisory Committee  
April 15, 2013: 2-3:30 PM 
 
Present 
 
Trina Pundurs (UCB, chair), Sarah Gardner (UCD), Valerie Bross (UCLA, Recorder), Sarah Sheets (UCM), 
Jim Clark (UCR), Becky Culbertson (UCSD/SCP), Adolfo Tarango (UCSD/SCP), Elaine McCracken (UCSB), 
Marcia Barrett (UCSC) 
 
Agenda 
1. Announcements 
2. NGM Update (John) 
3. SCP Update (Adolfo/Becky) 
 
Announcements 
Tarango (UCSD): The Search Committee for Content Acquisition and Resource Sharing Program Director 
has completed its work and sent its recommendations to the reporting AUL. 
 
NGM Update (John) 
1. The UC WEST Coordinating Committee reached a decision on the official OCLC symbol usage policy 

for UC: it will be substitutive. UCLA and SRLF will implement substitutive approach by this summer.  
An important question is whether the OCLC shared print symbol (xxxSP) is intended for WEST use 
only or any shared print program?  The Melvyl Advisory Group  identified the need for coordination 
within UC on the use of the shared print symbol. 

2. OCLC has issued release notes for the latest version of WorldCat Local. Installation is set for April 18. 
Among the enhancements are: 
a. Expanded display of coverage data from the Knowledge Base for journals and newspapers 
b. More user-friendly display of embargo data from Knowledge Base 
c. Display of call numbers and shelving location from Local Holdings Records (where available) 

 
SCP Update (Adolfo/Becky) 
1. CRC Press:  

a. CDL continued Chemnetbase license, but all the other netbases have been canceled with the 
“exceptions” below. 

b. CRC pilot for Demand-Driven Acquisitions (DDA): Covers titles in ENGNetbase 2013 (so far, 23 
titles). All campuses are participants and 23 records have already been distributed; as new titles 
are added, additional records will be distributed. All records will have a new 793 to indicate DDA: 
793 $a CRC press $p ENGNETbase online monographs DDA 2013 
When titles are purchased, they will be available to all campuses, with perpetual access 

c. CRC “Group 3” (Environetbase, Mathnetbase, Statnetbase) were purchased as Tier 2 (by 5 
campuses), but all campuses have access as a result. Therefore, no special 793 hook is needed; 
instead the 793 will be  
793 $a [name of netbase] online monographs. 

d. CRC “Group 4” Three campuses (Davis, Irvine, and UCSD) subscribed to the CRC Biomedical 
Sciences package. According to the CDL definition, this constitutes a Tier 3 title; but since 3 
campuses are involved, SCP will go ahead and complete cataloging. 

e. Local subscriptions: These are eligible for SCP cataloging if three or more campuses subscribe to 
the same package. So selectors should talk to other selectors to determine if at least 2 other 



campuses are getting the same package. If so, package is eligible for SCP cataloging. NOTE, if 
your campus purchases selective titles from other packages, be on the alert: Many CRC 
packages are overlapping: monographic titles can appear in more than one database. Selectors, 
acquisitions staff, and catalogers should check titles to make sure they aren’t already available 
from a netBASE already subscribed to.  
 

2. Taylor & Francis: CDL has not renewed the Taylor & Francis contract. CDL is sending Becky 
Culbertson title lists, so that she knows the end-point of coverage (2009 or 2012). Expect no outright 
deletions; but re-issue of records with closed holdings. 
 

3. Springer monographs: This license was renewed for 2013 for all campuses. About 2700 records were 
sent out today; all backlog titles have been cataloged. 
 

4. AIRITI (Chinese publications DDA Pilot): This pilot is still in negotiation. 
 

5. Dacheng (Chinese publications): SCP will catalog the ~7,000 serial titles in two phases. First, using a 
spreadsheet, SCP will release brief (non-OCLC) records for immediate access as a separate file. The 
records will minimally include: 

001 [prefix] + number 
245 00 Title 
856 40 URL 
793 

As full OCLC cataloging is completed, SCP will issue deleted record notifications for the non-OCLC 
records, as well as the new records. SCP does not expect the number of replacements to be 
excessive, estimating at most, 24 per week.  
 
All of the East Asian Selectors have been consulted; all were fine with receiving brief records 
followed by full records. The SCP AC is okay with this approach as well with the exception of UCM 
which uses WMS and therefore can’t and will not be getting these brief records. 
 

6. 19th Century Collection Online: Kate Garvey-Clasby is still ironing out the last issues with this 
collection. Plans to begin sending out records either this week or next. The collection will be sent as 
a separate file: ~13,000 monograph records; ~300 serial records. 
 

7. NGTS Cataloging Pilot: Vicki Grahame at UC Irvine is taking the lead with this pilot. UC Irvine 
catalogers will catalog Wiley Online Books. The workflow details are still being worked out. But 
when everything is in place, SCP will distribute these records as part of the regular file; there should 
be no discernable difference. The pilot will run for 6 months or one year (depending on what 
happens); the pilot will then be assessed.  
SCP Advisory Committee members have been designated as “subject matter experts”; SCP-AC will 
serve as an advisory body for the pilot. 
 

8. Progress on other packages:  
a. Education Full Text: 50 records are ready for release 
b. Academic Search Complete: Only 49 titles remain to be distributed! Almost there… 

 
 
Next meeting: May 20, 2013: 2-3:30 PM 


